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Abstract - This paper proposes an auto-adaptive current control that makes possible to reduce torque ripples of multi-phase machines in open-circuited phase conditions. Contrary to existing methods, current references are not recomputed and the control scheme used in normal mode is auto-adapted in order to run the machine with open-circuited phases. The number of degrees of freedom of the control scheme is adapted to the number of degrees of freedom of the drive and current controllers are auto-adaptive in order to reject the induced speed-dependent harmonic voltage disturbances that appear in fault-mode. Experimental results are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many applications require fault-tolerant drives in order to ensure continuing security or productivity. Among existing solutions, multi-phase drives offer, due to their inherent additional degrees of freedom, an attractive alternative [1]. For example, a star-coupled n-phase machine can run with up to (n-3) phases in fault-condition with no additional devices.

If many types of faults can occur, open-circuit faults are the most commonly found. In that case, currents in the healthy phases must be modified in order to reduce the impact of the fault on the torque quality. Several post-fault strategies may be applied. In most of the cases the objective is to keep a constant torque even with open-circuited phases. The two main limiting factors are then the thermal state of the machine, which is directly related to the level of Joule losses, and the maximum current per leg inverter, which is related to the peak machine current.

Two major sets of methods can be distinguished.

In the first method set [2]-[7], new current references are calculated off line (on line in [2]), considering different fault mode cases, in order to maintain a constant torque. Although these methods seem simple and direct, several drawbacks have to be highlighted. First, a new set of current references has to be computed and stored in tables for each case of fault-mode. For machines with a high number of phases, this leads to a high number of combinations and thereby to large capacity storage systems. Finally, the varying current waveforms impose the use of large bandwidth controllers such as hysteresis controllers, which are prohibited for high power systems.

In the second method set [8], for each case of fault-mode, a new transformation is calculated in order to obtain new dq rotating reference frames. Although current references are kept constant whatever the functioning mode, a large number of transformations has to be stored in memory. Moreover, in order to be able to switch without discontinuity between several models, it is necessary to take care of the initialization of the new state variables when a fault occurs.

This paper proposes an auto-adaptive current control that makes possible to reduce torque ripples in open-circuited phase mode. Under the condition that the drive is specially design for fault-tolerant operations, this method makes possible to control the drive in normal as in open-circuited phase mode without calculating new current references or new references frames.

The basics of the method consist in adapting the number of degrees of freedom of the control scheme to the number of degrees of freedom of the drive. The quality of the torque waveform depends then directly on the current controller performances.

Section II presents the seven-phase drive which has been specifically designed for fault-tolerant applications. A unique model of the drive whatever the functioning mode is presented. Finally, the source of induced speed-dependent voltage harmonic perturbations in open-circuited phase condition is exhibited.

Section III details how the control scheme is adapted in order to keep a constant torque in fault-mode. Based on the harmonic content of the induced perturbations in fault-mode, the current controller design and tuning are presented.

Finally, section IV shows experimental results in order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method.

II. UNIQUE MODELLING OF A MULTI-PHASE DRIVE IN NORMAL AND OPEN-CIRCUITED PHASE CONDITIONS

A. Unique modelling of the drive viable in normal mode as in open-circuited phase mode

The proposed drive is a star-coupled six-pole seven-phase NN TORUS machine with two external rotors which has been specially designed for fault-condition operations [9] (see Fig.1). The machine stator, with Gramme-ring windings, is soft magnetic composite made with 42 slots. The rotor permanent magnets have a specific shape in order to suppress the fifth harmonic of back electromotive forces.

To model open-circuited phases with keeping the same model for the machine, an additional variable resistor is added in series with the machine phases. This way of modelling
makes possible to keep a unique model of the drive whatever the functioning mode (normal or open-circuited phases [10].

Under classical assumptions and according to [10], the unique model of a seven-phase drive can be described by equations (1), (2) and (3):

\[ \bar{v} = \mathcal{R}(i) + R\bar{i} + A \left( \frac{di}{dt} \right) + \bar{e} \]  
\[ \text{mat}(\mathcal{R},ABC) = \begin{bmatrix} R_a & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & R_b & 0 & \vdots \\ \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & 0 \\ 0 & \cdots & 0 & R_G \end{bmatrix} \]  
\[ T.\Omega = \bar{e}.i \]

with:
- \( \bar{v}, \bar{i} \) and \( \bar{e} \) the seven-dimensional stator voltage, current and EMF vectors respectively.
- \( \mathcal{R} \), a linear relation described by a 7-by-7 diagonal connexion resistance matrix. \( R_k = 0 \) if phase \( k \) is connected to the supply or \( R_k \to \infty \) if phase \( k \) is open-circuited.

- \( R \), stator resistance and \( A \), a linear relation described by a 7-by-7 stator inductance matrix.
- \( T \), electromagnetic torque and \( \Omega \), mechanical speed.

### B. Torque control structure

The machine is controlled using a multi-reference frame approach [11][12]. Each 7-dimensional vector is split in three 2-dimensional vectors (one dimension is ignored due to the star-coupling). Each 2-dimensional vector belongs to a two-dimensional eigenspace of the initial 7-dimensional space. Since all eigenspaces are orthogonal, the initial 7-phase star-coupled machine can be considered as equivalent to a set of three fictitious two-phase machines (called \( M1, M2 \) and \( M3 \)). These fictitious machines are magnetically independent and mechanically coupled on the same mechanical shaft.

Two-dimensional vector coordinates of each fictitious machine are obtained with a Concordia-type orthonormal transformation [12]. Variables belonging to a fictitious machine are called \( \alpha\beta \) components.

Finally, since the considered machine in this paper has been specifically designed for fault operation, back-electromotive forces are mainly composed of harmonic one and three. The electromotive force of \( M2 \) machine is ideally equal to zero. In order to have constant current references in steady state, a rotation operator is applied on \( \alpha\beta \) components of machines \( M1 \) and \( M3 \). The overall control is then achieved in multiple (dq) rotating reference frames.

Fig.2 shows the structure of the chosen torque control where the torque references are generated in order to reduce the global Joule losses in normal mode.
C. Analysis of the connection resistance matrix in \((\alpha\beta)\) and \((dq)\) reference frames

In order to evaluate the effects of open-circuited phases over \((\alpha\beta)\) components, the connection resistance matrix is expressed in \((\alpha\beta)\) reference frames by (4) with \([C7]\) expressed by (5).

\[
mat(\mathcal{R}_{\alpha\beta}) = [C_7]^t \cdot mat(\mathcal{R}_{\alpha\beta \cdot ABC}) \cdot [C_7]^{-1}
\]

Contrary to \(mat(\mathcal{R}_{\alpha\beta \cdot ABC})\), which is diagonal, \(mat(\mathcal{R}_{\alpha\beta})\) is a full matrix whose elements are linear combinations of connexion resistances \(R_{\alpha\beta}\) to \(R_{\alpha\beta}\). Then, the opening of phases has an impact over each fictitious machine.

The expression of the connexion matrix in \((dq)\) reference frames is given by (6) with \(Rot(\theta)\) expressed by (7).

\[
mat(\mathcal{R}_{\alpha\beta \cdot dq}) = [Rot(-\theta)] \cdot mat(\mathcal{R}_{\alpha\beta \cdot ABC}) \cdot [Rot(\theta)]
\]

\[
Rot(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & -\sin \theta & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ \sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \cos \theta & -\sin \theta & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\(mat(\mathcal{R}_{\alpha\beta \cdot dq})\) is a full matrix and its elements are linear combinations of connexion resistances \(R_{\alpha\beta}\) to \(R_{\alpha\beta}\) and trigonometric functions of \(\theta, 2\theta, 3\theta, 5\theta, 4\theta\) and \(6\theta\). It can be then concluded that in open-circuited phase mode, \(dq\) voltages are disturbed by speed-dependent harmonic components.

III. AUTO-ADAPTATION OF THE TORQUE CONTROL IN OPEN-CIRCUITED PHASE MODE

A. Adaptation of the number of degrees of freedom of the current control

The machine being star-coupled, current vector \(\vec{i}\) is a 6-dimensional vector \((7-1=6)\). When some phases are open-circuited, the corresponding currents are physically set to zero. Consequently, the dimension of the 6-dimensional current vector is reduced.

A first solution consists in recalculating new current references in order to adapt the dimension of the current reference vector to the number of degrees of freedom of the drive. The new references are chosen in a way that torque is constant and Joule losses are minimized.

Another solution consists in finding new orthogonal subspaces within the machine can be easily controlled.

In this paper, we propose to keep the current control used in normal mode and to adapt its number of degrees of freedom to the number of degrees of freedom of the drive. Since the current control is made in \((dq)\) rotating reference frames, if \(m\) phases are open-circuited, \(m\) currents in \((dq)\) frames are no longer controlled, i.e. some fictitious machines are no longer controlled.

B. Choice of the fictitious machines not controlled in case of open-circuited phases

If \(m\) phases are open-circuited, only \((6-m)\) \(dq\) currents can be controlled. The expression of the \((m\) dq) currents that are not controlled are imposed by the \((6-m)\) controlled currents in accordance with physical constraint of nullity of \(m\) real currents. Their amplitudes are not equal to zero and, by combination with non-zero EMF, a pulsating torque can appear.

The seven-phase machine, which has been specially designed for fault-operation, has essentially EMF composed of harmonics one and three. Since it has been demonstrated that each fictitious machine is associated with a set of EMF harmonics [12], for the considered machine, only machines \(M1\) and \(M3\) are able to produce torque. Whatever currents in \(M2\) machine, they generate only losses.

The chosen strategy is then the following:

- In normal mode, the six \(dq\) currents are controlled, i.e. the three fictitious machines. Currents of machine \(M2\), which does not possess EMF, are imposed to zero in order to reduce Joule losses.
- If two phases are open-circuited, currents of machine \(M2\) are no longer controlled.
- If one phase is open-circuited, one another phase is open. Indeed, when only one phase is open, controlling only one current of a fictitious machine leads to disturbances with a large spectrum. The other phase to be opened is chosen in order to balance the temperature on the machine.

The interest of the chosen strategy is essentially that it is simple and gives good results under design constraints for the machine.

C. Current controller requirements to reject speed-dependent harmonic voltage disturbances in fault-mode

In normal mode and steady state, current references are constant and voltage disturbances are null. PI controllers are then sufficient.
In fault mode, even if current references are kept constant, speed-dependent harmonic voltage disturbances appear due to the resistance connection matrix whose elements are variable.

In order to evaluate the current controller requirements in terms of disturbance rejection, the following steps have to be followed.

The first step consists in calculating the \( dq \) components of the currents imposed in machine \( M_2 \). These current components are found with solving the 7 unknowns / 7 equations system presented in (8), where:

- \( i_{M2d}, i_{M2q} \) are the unknowns, to be found
- \( i_{M1d}, i_{M1q}, i_{M3d}, i_{M3q} \) are kept constant to maintain a constant torque
- \( i_{Mh} = 0 \) due to the star-coupling
- two phase currents are set to zero due to the two open-circuited phases

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  i_{M2d} \\
  i_{M2q} \\
  i_{M3d} \\
  i_{M3q} \\
  i_{M1d} \\
  i_{M1q} \\
  i_{Mh}
\end{bmatrix} = \left[ \text{Rot}(-\theta) \right] \left[ C_r \right]^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
  i_d \\
  i_q
\end{bmatrix}
\] (8)

The second step consists in evaluating the voltage disturbances \( \tilde{v}_{dv} = \mathbb{R} \{ i \} \) (see (1)). This evaluation is made by solving (9).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  v_{dv, 1d} \\
  v_{dv, 1q} \\
  v_{dv, 2d} \\
  v_{dv, 2q} \\
  v_{dv, 3d} \\
  v_{dv, 3q} \\
  v_{dv, h}
\end{bmatrix} = \text{mat}(\mathbb{R}, dq) \begin{bmatrix}
  i_{M1d} \\
  i_{M1q} \\
  i_{M2d} \\
  i_{M2q} \\
  i_{M3d} \\
  i_{M3q} \\
  i_{Mh}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (9)

The last step consists in designing the current controllers, which have to be able to track a constant current reference and to reject voltage disturbances \( v_{dv} \). A classical PI controller is used to track the constant reference. Since voltage disturbances are composed of harmonics whose frequencies are multiple of the mechanical speed, beyond a certain speed PI controllers can be not sufficient [13] and auto-adaptive resonant controllers have to be added [14] [15]. These controllers have an infinite gain at a given frequency and are then able to reject harmonic perturbations. Equation (10) gives the transfer function of current controllers \( C(s) \), which are able to track constant reference and reject several speed dependent harmonic perturbations. \( \Omega \) is the mechanical speed estimated from the position encoder, \( p \) the number of pole pairs and \( ph\Omega \) the frequency of the disturbance to be rejected (\( h \) positive integer).

\[
C(s) = C_{pI}(s) + \sum_n R_{d_n, h}(s)
\]

\[
C_{pI}(s) = \frac{1 + \tau s}{\tau s}
\]

\[
R_{d_n, h}(s) = \frac{a_{2, h} s^2 + a_{1, h} s + a_{0, h}}{s^2 + (h \Omega p)^2}
\] (10)

The parameter tuning of such current controllers are made using pole placement technique according to expected performances.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE AUTO-ADAPTIVE CURRENT CONTROL

A. Presentation of the experimental setup

The drive is supplied by a seven-leg voltage source inverter controlled with Pulse Width Modulation at a frequency of 20kHz. The DC bus voltage is set to 400V. Fig.3 shows a snapshot of the experimental setup.

![Experimental setup](image)

**Fig. 3. Experimental setup**

B. Experimental results

The mechanical load is composed of a DC brushless machine whose speed is controlled at 30 rad/s.

**Normal Mode (FM)**

Current references are set to the following values:

\( i_{M1d} = 0, i_{M1q} = 3A, i_{M2d} = 0, i_{M2q} = 0, i_{M3d} = 0, i_{M3q} = 1A \).

As shown in Fig.4 and Fig.9, \( dq \) currents are almost constant and the torque, produced by machines \( M1 \) and \( M3 \) is almost constant (see trace \( c_{NM} \) in Fig.8). Phase currents are balanced as shown in Fig.5.

**Fault Mode (FM1) keeping the same current control as in normal mode**

Fig.6 shows \( dq \) currents in machines \( M1 \) and \( M3 \) when phases \( C \) and \( D \) are open-circuited with keeping the same current references and current control as in normal mode. As expected, \( dq \) currents are not constant and the electromagnetic torque \( c_{FM1} \) possesses high ripples (See Fig.8).
Fault Mode (FM2) using the proposed auto-adaptive fault-tolerant current control

dq current references in machines M1 and M3 are kept the same as in normal mode and dq currents of machine M2 are no longer controlled. As a consequence and according to (8), currents in machine M2 are not null and are mainly composed of harmonics 1 and 3 (see Fig.7). None zero currents in machine M2 have no influence over the torque quality since the machine has been designed in order not to have fifth harmonic of EMFs (which leads to null EMFs in M2 machine).

According to (9), in order to have constant dq currents in machines M1 and M3 corresponding dq voltages must possess harmonics 2, 4 and 6 in order to compensate for the harmonic voltage disturbances \(v_{di} \) (see Fig.9). The use of auto-adaptive resonant current controllers makes possible the rejection of such harmonic voltage disturbances. Fig.10 shows the transfer function of such controllers for two different mechanical speeds. Estimated from the position encoder, the mechanical speed is used to adapt the resonating frequencies of resonant controllers presented in (10). To limit the complexity of the proposed current controllers, only the two larger harmonic voltages are rejected (harmonics 2 and 6 for M1 and 2 and 4 for M3). Finally, to keep the same pole placement, coefficients \( a \) of current controllers \( R_{dq,h} \) are updated at each computation time.

Since dq currents in machines M1 and M3 are almost kept constant (see Fig.4), as shown in Fig.8 the torque has few ripples (see trace \( cM2 \)).

Finally, it has to be noticed that phase currents in fault mode have balanced peak values.

CONCLUSION

This paper shows a simple way to control multi-phase machines with open-circuited phases. Under the condition of a machine specifically designed and the adaptation of the number of degrees of freedom of the control scheme, it is possible to keep a constant torque in fault mode with keeping the same multiple dq reference frame control structure as in normal mode. Using connection resistances, a unique model of the drive, viable in normal as in fault mode, is developed. Based on this modelling, an analysis of the speed-dependent harmonic voltage disturbances appearing in fault-mode makes possible to define the necessary performances of auto-adaptive resonant current controllers. Finally, experimental results show the simplicity and the effectiveness of the proposed method to control the torque in fault-mode.
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